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Digital Manipulation

Module Description
Ever since the 2016 U.S. presidential election and the Brexit, the online phenomena like
Clickbait, Social Bots, Fake News and many other digital occurrences, designed to
influence our opinion, are indispensable from the public discourse. Digital manipulation
made its way to our daily activities, whether you scroll through your Facebook feed, or
look watch a video on YouTube.
Olivia Solon, a Journalist from the Guardian, expresses this in the following dramatic
words:
“We’ve long been told not to believe everything we read, but soon we’ll have
question everything we see and hear as well.” (Solon, 2017)
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In this module we will focus on two phenomena that gained a lot of a attention in the
recent years, and that are crucial to be aware of.
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Topics
This module will cover the following topics:

• Topic 1: Social Bots
Shutterstock.com /
Blambca

• Topic 2: Clickbait

“WOW! You will never believe what I´ve just learned about Clickbait!!”
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Learning Outcomes
The following learning outcomes will be covered:
• The characteristics of Social Bots and Clickbait
• Strategies to recognize Social Bots and Clickbait
• The influence of digital manipulation on our political opinion
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Topic 1: Social Bots
...
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Social Bots

Social Bots – Real Robots?
Unlike the name might suggest, social bots are not
really related to robots, nor are they good at
socializing.
Social bots are simple programs that pretend to be
real, human users on social media like Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter.
Social bots can have an impact on online
conversation, create a specific atmosphere and
influence opinions on Facebook & Co.
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Social Bots – real people?
Even though Social Bots often create
profiles using:
• Real names
• Photos and
• Sometimes even biographies
which you can find online,
social bots are not real human beings
but programs that were developed by
humans.
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Purpose of Social Bots
On social networks, social bots can be
programmed to scan the platform for
certain keywords and follow a certain
purpose, e.g.:

• sharing content from other profiles,
• liking other posts and
• comments and replying to posts.
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How do Social Bots operate?
How exactly this automated communication works depends on the
respective network or provider.
For example, on Facebook you can see often that some
organizations use so-called “chatbots”. These interact and
communicate directly with the users in a chat. For example, they
provide information about the weather and stock market data or
provide information about ordering processes and the current
delivery status of a shipment.

So in this sense they are used as a marketing strategy and in order
to reduce the need of actual employees answering ever question.
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How do Social Bots operate?
With Twitter, social bots operate out of their own profiles, and it is often not clear
whether they are real users or programmed robots. These bots are usually
programmed for certain keywords or hashtags, to which they then react with preprepared information.

The reaction depends on the programming and could be in form of:
• Likes
• Retweets
• Comments
• But also negative reactions: threats, spreading misinformation or aggressive
comments.
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How do Social Bots operate?
Depending on the program, the bots can act in different
levels of complexity: the simplest retweet or favor
messages with certain hashtags. This ensures greater
dissemination and increases awareness of a
contribution.
In the case of more complex bots, an algorithm creates
its own contributions, sometimes also with planned
breaks and typos, in order to appear human.
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Different kinds of social bots
Since there are different interests behind programing social bots, there are
also plenty of different kinds of social bots.
To name three example the next slides will present different kinds of Bots:
1. Overloading Bots
2. Trendsetter Bots
3. Trolls
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One example of the use of the Overloading Bots was identified in the runup to the Brexit referendum: Over 13,500 fake Twitter accounts have
disappeared shortly after the referendum. Scientists who looked closely at
all accounts found out that in 31 percent of the messages distributed via
the accounts contained the word "Leave", and the accounts were
tweeting eight times more than users that were identified humans. This
showed a clear tendency towards Pro-Brexit that the social bots had.
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Overloading Bot

Social Bots
Those Bots also literally “flooded” online conversations (e.g. comment
columns on Facebook) with their pro-Brexit agenda, in order to distract
people for the original conversation and attract their attention to one single
topic.
I think the U.K. should
stay in Europe.

Overloading Bot

LEAVE! Europe
is hurting us!
I am not sure
about what U.K.
should do.

Overloading Bot

LEAVE! Europe
is hurting us!
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Social Bots
According to experts, it is enough for 10,000 people to talk about a topic so
that it develops into a trending topic on Social Media. So deploying a small
“bot army” that uses the same hashtag over and over again, it's possible to
create the impression that this topic must be really important to the public.
Trendsetter Bot

#LEAVE

#LEAVE
#LEAVE
#Unicorns

Trendsetter
Bot

Trendsetter
Bot

#LEAVE

So, if everyone wants
to leave Europe, so
should I … right?

#LEAVE

#Unicorns
#LEAVE
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Social Bots
• The sort of social bots that could cause the most harm are Trolls.
• “Trolling is defined as creating discord on the Internet by starting
quarrels or upsetting people by posting inflammatory or off-topic
messages in an online community. Basically, a social media troll is
someone who purposely says something controversial in order to get a
rise out of other users” (Hanson, 2018).
• Because many users fall for these fictional bullies, the normal discussion
fades into the background.
• Those who do not realize that they are actually talking to a bot can spend
hours discussing with a social bot troll.
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Social Bots
In my opinion, the U.K.
will not really suffer
economically if we
leave the EU.

Trolls
Sticking with our U.K. example:
A group of students is discussing
whether the U.K will do
economically well if it leaves the
EU, but a Troll intervenes in their
discussion in a very strict,
aggressive manner.

Of course it will…
Idiots! LEAVE
THE EU!
Oh wow, great
arguments!

Troll
Shut up! LEAVE
THE EU!

Hey, calm down!
Troll
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You are ugly! LEAVE
THE EU!

Social Bots

Threats and Dangers
• As you might have guessed, Social Bots are not only used in elections or in the
political sphere.
• Social Bots can not just challenge common processes of democratic decisionmaking and distort political debates in social media, but also spread racist world
views and conspiracy theories.

• E.g. according to a recently released study from the Anti-Defamation League,
30 percent of accounts repeatedly tweeting Anti-Semitic conspiracy theories
and hate speech on Twitter appear to be bots.
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Threats and Dangers
One of many Bots that have
been deactivated by Twitter
over the last years.
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Conclusion
• Social Bots are programmed by humans but act anonymously by imitating
human behavior.
• There are many different kinds of social bots.
• Even though not all social bots are created to cause harm it is very
important to be aware that all of them are created to influence public
opinion by raising too much awareness for one issue.
• Especially for kids and young pupils it is important to know what social
bots are and in how many ways they act in order to be a reflective user of
the online-world.
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Cartoons:
Idea from slide 7
adapted from:
Bots gibt es und wie
funktionieren sie?:
https://www.gqmagazin.de/autotechnik/article/welch
e-social-bots-gibt-esund-wiefunktionieren-sie
Drawings:
Elizaveta Firsova
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